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SLTEP 2016 FEEDBACK    (n = 12) 

1-Reflecting back on the SLTEP now, what 3 adjectives or words would you choose to describe the 
course? Please write them here. 

Number Response Text 
1 Fun, informative, challenging. 
2 Inspiring, integrated, encouraging 
3 professional, refreshing, fruitful 
4 Inspiring, engaging, reflective 
5 Illuminating, useful, fun 
6 Inspiring, encouragement , network 
7 Inspiring, motivating, unique 
8 Fun, creative, networking 
9 Challenging, motivating, lot's of food for thought 

10 Fun, informative, beneficial 
11 Enlightening, encouraging, engaging 
12 Inspiring, motivating, fun 

 

2-What aspects of the SLTEP have you found most useful? Please explain. 

Number Response Text 

1 I could list here the activities or techniques that were the most useful, but for me the most 
useful aspect was that it provided me with a safe space for self-reflection. 

2 Integration - Everything was integrated. We were both trainers and learners, so we can 
apply what we learnt in both our teaching and training.  

3 
I found the program very useful as a whole. I believe I am a learner who believes in 
cooperative learning. I learned a lot from friendly trainees from different institutions and 
our professional trainers. Moreover, I had a chance to learn different practical activities 
which I can apply in my real classrooms in each session we had. 

4 

It was neither totally theoretically nor practically designed. The balance between theory 
and practice was really effective. 
 
The content was to the point 
 
Hands-on activities were not only for training purposes but also for teaching purposes. 

5 The hands-on practices and QA session about our problems that we face at our 
workplaces. Both of them gave me the chance to apply the theoretical knowledge. 

6 

To get the chance to observe the trainers and their training approaches 
 
 
To hear from others having similar interests and concerns, but from different contexts 
 
To experience being a trainee, which gets you to reflect on what you expect as a trainee, 
and so figure out better what your audience expects of you when you wear the trainer's 
head on 
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7 
The course does not only focus on how to carry out observations or design a course or a 
workshop but attaches equal importance to all. This makes SLTEP cater for different 
expectations and needs. 

8 

I think the "loop input" was the most useful because they were all ideas/activities we could 
use during our sessions. Although we took notes, as there were many great ideas, it 
would be so nice to have these activities uploaded somewhere (just like the 
presentations). I also think it was a great networking opportunity and I'm looking forward 
to the special interest groups that will hopefully be set up. I also loved the observation part 
because it is something that most of us will be doing.  

9 

The foci on 
 
1. observations 
 
2. delivering workshops 
 
3. institutional development 

10 Preparing a teacher training workshop or course steps  
11 Practical applications 
12 The opportunity to exchange practices with other colleagues. 

 

3-What aspects of the SLTEP have you found less useful? Please explain. 

Number Response Text 

1 
I personally didn't find the course design assignment very useful. See suggestion below. 

2 All aspects were useful for a newly certificated trainer.  
3 None. I can say each day was very useful. 

4 Some parts of the content such as issues related to EAQUALS were not applicable to my 
own situation. 

5 I think all of the program is well-balanced. I couldn't think any part that was not useful at 
all. 

6 

Some sessions might have been more effective if there had been more time. Sometimes I 
felt things were covered so swiftly that trainees could just get some basics but not the real 
message behind or didn’t have a chance to critically question it. I see it is because of time 
limit and/or preferences  

7 There was nothing 'less useful'. 

8 
I found the course planning part a bit confusing and thus less useful. Planning everything 
on an imaginary situation and with no needs analysis was difficult because expectations 
were not very clear. Maybe an example can be provided to make the expectations clear 
for the participants because a number of groups were in the same situation.  

9 -- 

10 Observations. Because I am not a teacher trainer and I do not observe other teachers 
lessons formally.  

11 No aspect. Everything was useful. 
12 not applicable 
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4-What suggestions would you have for future SLTEP courses? 

Number Response Text 

1 

As mentioned above, I didn't think the course design assignment was very useful, but in 
great part it was due to timing. I suggest having it at the end of the first week. And Deniz 
Hoca, we love you dearly, but please don't keep us late :) We are exhausted and 
overwhelmed, and we need those five minutes! :) xxxooo 

2 Macrotraining and microtraining sessions may be replaced.  

3 I would be very happy if you offer another training program for the instructors who 
complete SLTEP. 

4 Maybe more practice on core issues of training 

5 Try to produce a much more visible output in the end of the course, like a book, book 
chapter, blog, etc. 

6 
To search ways to encourage more SLTEP graduates to get involved in SLTEP Alumni as 
for the follow-up. As known, when there is no follow-up for trainees they probably won't 
get a great benefit out of the training.  

7 It might be a good idea to extend the duration of the course. 3 weeks?  

8 

I would give more time and set the groups up a day before for the course planning part. 
As a group we were very interested in performance evaluation and what Sabancı 
University does. This might also be of interest to future participants. Maybe on the last 
day of the course, we could be more informed about the teacher professional 
development scheme at Sabancı. 

9 

I could work and focus on the task at hand more effectively with the group I chose to work 
with (micro-training) than the group I was assigned to (course/program design). In such 
limited time span and a lot to digest (to be able to perform better) I think it is too much to 
expect people to go through the stages and come to the point of norming and performing 
with a group of people they feel relatively less comfortable to work with. 

10 
Everything was well organized. The sessions were all well planned and they were really 
fun. Don't need to mention our wonderful tutors. So everything is so perfect that I don't 
even want to touch. 

11 The length of time allocated for different activities may be reconsidered. 
12 More time devoted to Research session plus some clear examples. 

 

5-What advice would you like to give to future SLTEP participants? 

Number Response Text 

1 

Clear your schedule so you can really focus on the program. Check your ego at the door - 
this is a great opportunity for self-reflection, and change will happen not just on an 
intellectual level. You will be challenged on an emotional level as well. Just be patient 
with yourself and your colleagues. 

2 Please, pre-read before sessions. :)  
3 Enjoy each day of the program as much as you can. 

4 They can get utmost benefit if they always reflect on what has been covered during the 
course. 
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5 

Invest all your energy in the SLTEP because this will be a  demanding but fun course for 
you. Try to use all your capacity to grasp all the ideas. Socialize a lot! Last but not least, 
give it a try to use all the theories and activities that you learned via SLTEP at your 
workplaces because practice makes perfect. 

6 During the sessions to critically think how they can transfer whatever they get or develop 
throughout SLTEP training to their own context or their future plans  

7 They should note down all the tasks and activities included. 

8 

I would tell them not to come too early the previous day because there is not much to do 
or even eat on campus. It's better to come the previous night. I think participants can also 
share some of their notes with each other (the activities used during training, etc. because 
everyone focuses on a different aspect or activity and we sometimes forget what he had 
done when we want to use it).  
 
Also there is no air conditioning or fans in the rooms and it's very difficult to sit in the room 
when it is hot. So come prepared :)  

9 
Prepare yourself for a seriously intensive course -- you'll get back home as a wreck and it 
will take you about two weeks to recover.  But after all you'll feel that it was all well worth 
it. 

10 
Apart from the practices they should also follow the tutors' directions about the readings 
and they should read the articles they recommended to base their practices on strong 
theoretical knowledge. 

11 To participate effectively and read the course materials and do some search on the 
internet 

12 Do the pre-tasks on time. 
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6-How would you rate the following aspects of the SLTEP? Please tick the relevant box. 4 = Excellent 3 
= Good 2 = Not very good 1 = Poor NA = Not Applicable 

Answer Options Answer Options2 

E
x
c
e
l
l
e
n
t Good 

Not 
very 
good Poor N/A 

Organizational 
aspects (e.g. pre-
course 
correspondence 
and work, 
administrative 
issues during the 
program itself) 

Organizational aspects (e.g. pre-course 
correspondence and work, administrative 
issues during the program itself) 

9 3 0 0 0 

Course schedule 
(e.g. number of 
days, session times 
and length etc.) 

Course schedule (e.g. number of days, 
session times and length etc.) 

2 9 1 0 0 

Course content Course content 6 6 0 0 0 

Course 
methodology 

Course methodology 
1
2 

0 0 0 0 

Input 
sessions/workshops 

Input sessions/workshops 
1
1 

1 0 0 0 

Course 
tutors/trainers 

Course tutors/trainers 
1
1 

1 0 0 0 

Social program 
(Welcoming 
Reception, SLTEP 
Dinner, Certificate 
Ceremony, Farewell 
Party and Raffle) 

Social program (Welcoming Reception, 
SLTEP Dinner, Certificate Ceremony, 
Farewell Party and Raffle) 

1
0 

2 0 0 0 

Accommodation on 
campus 

Accommodation on campus 0 4 1 1 6 

Meals on campus Meals on campus 1 5 4 2 0 

Tea, coffee and 
cookies at break 
times 

Tea, coffee and cookies at break times 
1
0 

2 0 0 0 

OVERALL 
EFFECTIVENESS 
OF THE SLTEP IN 
MEETING YOUR 
NEEDS AND 
EXPECTATIONS 

OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS OF THE 
SLTEP IN MEETING YOUR NEEDS AND 
EXPECTATIONS 

1
2 

0 0 0 0 
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Number 
If you would like to comment on any of the 
above responses/ratings, please write your 
comments here: 

     

1 

The tutors were mostly excellent. In Meral 
Hoca's lessons, the activities can be more 
clearly connected to the concepts and 
goals. All the elements were there, but 
there needs to be more clarity in 
instructions and transitions. As to the 
schedule, I gave a suggestion above about 
the timing of the course design 
assignment. As it is, the second week feels 
really overwhelming - why not have it in the 
first week? Maybe swap it with Sharon's 
session on mindfulness - which was great, 
BTW. Also, a bit more food variety at break 
time :) The food was great, but it would be 
nice to have options with no sugar or flour. 

     
2 

I appreciate your work and love you very 
much :) 

     3 ... 
     

4 
I owe many thanks to all the people 
involved in this organization 

     

5 
I did not stay in the dorm but my friends 
said there was no air conditioning and they 
had difficulty sleeping. 

     

6 

The meal options on campus were limited, 
especially the first few days when summer 
school hadn't started yet. I'm not sure how 
this could be solved due to the location of 
the university but maybe the first few days 
there could be lunch packs for the 
participants. Also, there are almost no 
places to sit outside at night. Maybe this is 
no problem for students at regular times, 
but during the first few days since 
everyplace was closed and there weren't 
many banks to sit on around the dorm it 
was a problem.  
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7-To what extent are you able to apply what you learnt and experienced on the SLTEP in your TEACHING? Please 
explain and try to give specific examples. 

Number Response Text 
 

1 I'm sorry to not give specific examples, but I think the application of what I learned is not a 
very tangible one. The biggest change I've felt is that I'm a lot more positive in my interaction 
with my students, which has meant much better lessons. 

 

2 
I applied some activities and techniques like peer correction, flash dictation, tell your phone 
number in my teaching. Peer correction went well with tenses and flash dictation went well 
with vocabulary activities.  

 3 I have been using the activities I learnt on the SLTEP in my classes. 
 

4 

I have applied a lot of activities and methods into my teaching such as using different warm-
up and grouping techniques. At the end of each lesson, I ask my students to give feedback to 
the lesson and me and reflect on their own gains. Once, I used "freezing":) and it was one of 
my most engaging class hours. 

 

5 
I have used 4 of the activities in my classes that I learned on the SLTEP. I used mindfulness 
activities to increase motivation, Flyswatters game for vocabulary review, adjective flower as 
a wrap-up activity, and the Alphabet challenge. 

 6 Sometimes I realize I get inspired by what we were doing in our sessions. 
 

7 I have used a lot of the tasks I learnt. I also have become a more effective teacher who does 
research. 

 

8 

The activities used in the sessions were all things we can make use of in our classes. Also I 
learned about mindfulness which I had no idea about.  
 
 
 
The psychological tests used are also some activities I can use in the classroom. I also think 
watching other people give presentations facilitates self-reflection, which is helpful in my 
teaching. 
 
 
 
The feedback types were also something I have already started using.  

 

9 

To a great extent. 
 
1- warmer and filler activities such as the alphabet game, kahoot quizzes 
 
2 - inner and outer circles (for variety in pair work), similarly changing seats (people who .... 
change your seat..) 

 
10 

I will definitely use the teacher training workshops planning and do one as soon as possible. 
 

11 

To do action research in class 
 
To reflect on my own teaching 
 
To do peer observation more professionally 

 
12 I have learnt to make my classes more dynamic and, at the same time to be more flexible and 

think of the activities from different perspectives. 
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8-To what extent are you able to apply what you learnt and experienced on the SLTEP in your TRAINING? Please 
explain and try to give specific examples. 
Number Response Text 

 
1 I haven't had the opportunity to do any training yet. Soon, İnşallah :) 

 2 I have not found the chance to apply what I learnt in my training.  
 

3 I have been working in the PDU unit in my institution. I have been organizing more 
professional development workshops and activities in my school after SLTEP. 

 
4 

For now, I cannot apply them since there is no in-service training practice at my institution. 
 

5 
I have just given my first workshop to English teachers who are working at primary and high 
schools, and I benefited from what I learnt on the SLTEP a lot. I designed a workshop on 
learners, and I used the design of the SLTEP course and some of its activities. 

 

6 

I just presented at a conference. When I sent my abstract I stated my preference as "a talk" as 
I was going to present the results of a study I did in my institution. Then, I was told that I 
needed to give a workshop. Presenting a study's results through a workshop would normally 
have scared me. Actually this time it pleased me as I felt much more confident and as I had 
the chance to experiment what I had just developed through this training.  

 

7 
I have given a workshop and received very positive feedback. I have also been observed by a 
trainer who has not taken SLTEP. I noticed that trainer needs to take SLTEP too.( after 
reading the feedback about the lesson:) 

 
8 I will use the activities that the trainers used in their sessions. I have also started using some 

of the things I learned related to observations.  
 

9 

I am still a trainer in training but thanks to SLTEP  I feel more comfortable when planning a 
workshop (I am going to deliver my first one on Friday actually). Also I guess I see more eye 
to eye with the experienced trainers at my school when for example we talk about 
observations or, at least I feel I am able to grasp where they are coming from 

 10 NA 
 11 70% 
 

12 I have already done one of the sessions which was received with enthusiasm by my 
colleagues and, I do hope I will do more in the near future with my tutors guidance. 

  

9-Any other comments? 

Number Response Text 

1 Thank you to all the instructors and staff. You are incredible role models as professionals and 
as people. 

2 - 
3 Thanks a lot :)... 

4 SLTEP was one of the unforgettable experiences in my life. Thank you all for providing such a 
great experience 

5 Thank you :) 

6 I am so glad that I have taken this course..I would love to attend a follow-up course (from the 
same tutors) as I am sure there is a lot more to  learn and discover. Thank you so much. 

7 I think it was a great experience and wish we could attend a longer version of such training 
(like the one you have in house), which in the end provides a certificate for teacher training.  

8 Thank you very much. 
9 I fully appreciate SLTEP tutors and hope to collaborate further. 

 


